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no. first, mak is not a physical license type. you can buy a
physical license for vmsa-l4 and use that on a physical
box or vmsa-l4 on a virtual machine. the license is not tied
to the hardware in any way. any physical license for vmsa-
l4 covers you for as long as you want to run a virtual
machine with that license. the license itself does not
expire. there is nothing in the license that would allow
someone to use it more than once per system. however,
mak licenses are not tied to a specific machine or even a
specific customer. they should be bought with a microsoft
volume licensing service center (like a mak is). if you buy
a license for vmsa-l4 for a single customer, then the
license works for all of his virtual machines on that server.
if you bought a license for vmsa-l4 for 10 customers, you
could use it to buy 10 licenses for vmsa-l4 for any of those
customers. in any event, youre out of compliance with
your mak license as long as youre providing a service to a
customer who has a license for their virtual machines.
theyre free to move those licenses to other vms, and your
mak license will not work for those machines. if you have
no other customer for that license, then you have an over-
compliance problem in your inventory. yes. the windows
licensing gui shows which licenses are current for the host
and which are no longer available, showing which licenses
are available to be used for new guests. thats what its
designed for. if youre using maks, then theres no way to
activate the license on that host. the mak only knows
what was activated on its own servers. you have to
manually activate the licenses on the hosts that the mak
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does not know about, but thats not the point. if youre
trying to make your own mak, its a different issue entirely.

Windows Server 2012 R2 Data Center Product Key Crack

where i come from, numbers always add up. there's only 3
versions of the os and 2 license options, but you have two

ways to license the server. if you buy two licenses, the
first license should be as a vm, the second should be in
server mode. in all questions, you need to license the
server in both modes - not that you can't license one

server in server mode and the other in vm mode. if you
have two servers, you can license one in vm mode, the

second in server mode. no, there is no conflict. the
maximum number of active virtual machines is a technical

limitation that is unrelated to licensing. the virtual
machine as a container (partition), is not licensed.

licensing applies to operating systems (and software, and
whatever else). i dont know if im understanding your

position/intent enough to know where youre reading what
im saying as telling you that youd be doing something

illegal. as far as i understand your proposition, its
potentially legal. as long as you follow the guidelines for
the license that youre applying, you can use whatever

guest operating systems that license entitles you to. the
same host can have 2012 r2 and 2012 and 2008 r2 and
2008 and whatever other os licenses applied. you only

have to make sure that the deployed guests are properly
accounted for by the licenses that you have. but, you cant
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go spreading one license over multiple hosts. all windows
server licenses are applied to singular hosts in one way or
another. so, if you have host a licensed up correctly and

then try to live migrate one or more of its guests to host b
and it has no licenses, then you are in trouble. the guest
os is not licensed so no license will follow it as it moves;
the hardware is what is licensed. you also cant take the

oem license for a 2008 r2 box that youre retiring and use
it on any new hardware. license transferability hasnt

changed much in the history of windows server so these
rules all applied long before virtualization was a concern.
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